
Poor Husband 801 

C801 It's Love When You See One 

Zhan Shishen took a step closer to her and stared into the woman's eyes. After a long silence, he said, 

"Tell me. As long as you give me a reasonable explanation, I won't make things difficult for you and the 

child." 

Hsu Yan did not back down, but she was always on guard against this person. She knew that this was just 

his trick to lure the enemy 

C802 She Was Not Interested 

She threw her clothes on the ground and raised her hand deliberately, reaching for Zhan Shishen's neck. 

She could once again give up her faith. 

As long as she could protect the people around her, she could do anything. 

The Hsu Yan from five years ago had already died. 

Zhan Shishen looked at the woman's actions and immediately lost his interest in being provoked 

C803 Lin Mao Fell into His Hands 

Hsu Yan forced the door open. 

It was impossible for her because this person was kind to her and let her go once. This person's evil 

behavior had changed. 

He was uncertain, and it was not as if he had never experienced it in the past. 

Since he wasn't interested in her body, then he was here to snatch Hsu Ziqian from her. 

No, there was no way he would compromise on this issue 

C804 Don't Call Him Ah Shu 

Zhan Shishen suddenly said in a cold voice, "Ah Shu, you are calling me very intimately. Don't call me 

that again in the future." 

Hsu Yan:... " 

What was going on now? 

She could not care less what kind of mistake this person had made. He actually abandoned Bai Xin, who 

was in the restaurant, and drove her out. 

Sometimes, he would speak maliciously to her, and sometimes 

C805 Doubts about Bai Xin 

Jiang Chen's father and mother burst out laughing, "Haha, so that's how it is. It doesn't matter, it doesn't 

matter. Let them come to our house next time. Anyway, it was too fast to talk about marriage the first 



time they met. Ah, what a cute child. Secretary, if you get married soon... You should also give birth to 

such a cute baby for Mom. Mom and Dad both like it." 

"Mom, I will 

C806 Trust Is Mutual 

"How, how could it be like this..." 

Bai Xin's face turned pale, feeling as if she had fallen into hell in an instant. 

This man was too smart. As long as he made a move, there would be no loopholes to speak of. 

"Miss Bai, Miss Bai? Are you alright?" the waiter at the side asked, unaware of the situation. 

Bai Xin stood up shakily and picked up the small packet on the table. "I'm fine 

C807 I Admire Her like This 

Hsu Yan had seen this mixed-blood man at the Sichuan Love Restaurant. 

He was the person in charge of supervising her in Sichuan Love when Zhan Shishen threatened her. 

She accidentally picked up this person's business card and found out that Paul's real identity was a 

psychologist. 

And now 

C808 This Time the Jealousy Became Even Stronger 

"Don't hurt Ah Shu! Zhan Shishen, human lives are not worthless. Aren't you afraid of having 

nightmares?" 

All the pores on Hsu Yan's body stood up. She thought that he was so kind and would let them off. 

It turned out that he was just playing with them before killing. 

Zhan Shishen had already thought of killing Chiang Wenshu. 

The man's eyes were cold as he said, "Alright 

C809 Forcibly Changing His Appearance 

Hsu Yan already understood very well that it was better to not argue than to not argue. 

In the remaining few hours, she simply closed her eyes and allowed Paul, the costume master, and the 

stylist to modify her. 

Her hair was pulled into a little roll, and the clothes that needed to be changed were changed, changing 

her makeup. 

By the time everything was back to normal 

C810 The Passionate Boss of Sichuan Cuisine 



Just the next day, he recovered his vitality. 

In the morning, Hsu Yan hummed a small tune. She was no longer as depressed as yesterday when she 

was threatened by Zhan Shishen. 

"Qian, the training camp is on vacation today. You wait here for Mommy for a while. Remember not to 

open the door to anyone. Mom, go to the nearby vegetable field early and buy some beef to make your 

favorite beef patties 

 


